On the Need for Studying Ill-Formed Input
The experiment described by Fineman (1983) provides important and useful information about the extent and nature of ill-formed input to natural language systems. A very low level of ill-formed input was found in this experiment. This result contrasts with the much higher level of ill-formed input found in the experiment described by Eastman and McLean (1981) . A consideration of the different experimental situations reveals many factors that could account for this difference. (The experiment described by Fineman will be referred to as the Duke experiment; that described by Eastman and McLean, as the Florida State University (FSU) experiment.)
Many more restrictions were placed upon the input requested from the Duke subjects than from the FSU subjects. Also, the Duke subjects were provided with more opportunities to learn about the capabilities of the system. Both of these factors would be expected to result in a lower rate of ill-formed input.
Experimental Goals. The goal of the Duke experiment was to evaluate and guide the design of a proposed natural language system. The goal of the FSU experiment was to compare requests posed to a simple data base by users with different levels of experience with computers and with the example data base.
System Interaction. The Duke experiment used simulated voice-driven input; subjects were asked to use discrete speech or slow connected speech. Less constrained speech might have contained more errors. The FSU experiment used sentences handwritten on a questionnaire. This difference in input method would be expected to lead to different results. Also, some of the errors found in the FSU experiment, such as misplaced apostrophes and misspellings, would not be relevant in a voice input system. Feedback. Simulated system response was provided to users in the Duke experiment. Thus they had an opportunity to learn about the system and to modify their behavior. Mistakes would be less like to be repeated.
